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“If you want to fight rabbits in the grass, Xu Long always has to have some arrangements!” Ji Feng was 

not the least bit nervous and laughed, “This is his backhand!” 

“What do you mean?” Zhou Fei Fei asked as she faintly knitted her eyebrows. 

Ji Feng pointed at these people and said, “If my guess is good, Xu Long should not know where Marshal 

Xu is hidden, otherwise, just now when we were on that congested section of highway, they should have 

made their move, instead of following all the way.” 

Zhou Fei Fei was also ice-smart, and after a little thought, she understood what Ji Feng meant. 

If Xu Long knew where Xu Shuai was hiding, his priority right now should be to save Xu Shuai, not to 

send someone against himself. This was because everyone knew that his own brother Zhou Shilin was 

now in prison, and in this generation of the Zhou family, he was the only one left in power in the 

Shengshi Group, and was highly valued by the family. 

If Xu Long knew where Xu Shuai was hidden, and he sent someone to save him and to arrest himself, 

this would undoubtedly enrage the Zhou family completely, and then the conflict between the two sides 

would become a personal vendetta, with no solution at all. 

So that is why, with Xu Long’s character, he should not do such a stupid thing. 

In that case, then, the motorbike that was following behind was actually trying to follow himself and Ji 

Feng in order to know the exact place where Shuai Xu was being held. 

It was also because of this that, once Ji Feng stopped this car, the other party knew that they had been 

discovered. 

That was why they had a temporary change of heart, from originally following and rescuing people to 

directly arresting themselves and using them to negotiate with the Zhou family. 

As for what will be done in the end, Zhou Fei Fei can not know, perhaps in the end will force the Zhou 

family to compromise, or will use themselves in exchange for Xu Shuai …… But no matter what, now 

they are going to arrest themselves! 

“They are going to arrest me?” Zhou Fei Fei’s voice was a little cold, and her pretty face was covered in 

ice, “Xu Long is looking for death!” 

“Hehe …… Xu Long knows very well that even if he doesn’t arrest you he will be forced to go nowhere, 

since it’s a death on the left and right, what does he have to worry about?” Ji Feng chuckled, “But I guess 

I’m also their target.” 

This damn Gao Qingchun! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly curse again, if Gao Qingchun hadn’t been so smug, why would he have 

had to reveal his identity. If not, there would be no need to immediately force Xu Long to jump to the 

wall! 



“What should we do now?” Zhou Fei Fei asked in a low voice, “Should we call the police?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed: “It’s useless to call the police, there are so many people on the 

other side, the police just send out a brigade, they may not be able to carry …… But it can be tried, how 

can it stand up in reason!” 

“I’ll call the police!” Zhou Fei Fei said immediately, at the same time, she took out her mobile phone and 

was about to call, however when she looked back, she was not quite stunned. 

On the road in front of her, dozens of motorbikes had appeared, some with two people on them, some 

with three people on them, adding up to over a hundred people! 

It was really a big battle! 

Although she had seen many big scenes, she had never experienced a scene like this, where she was 

surrounded by over a hundred hooligans. 

“It seems like you’re right, even if the police come, it won’t help, a few police officers will definitely not 

come at one time.” Zhou Fei Fei involuntarily hugged her arms, her fingers gripping her arms tightly, 

perhaps because of the tension, her finger joints were a little white. 

Ji Feng saw her nervousness and laughed: “Don’t worry, even if Xu Long himself arrives, he won’t be 

able to get …… Sit tight!” 

Zhou Fei Fei immediately stretched out her hand, grabbed the armrest above her head and asked in a 

low voice, “There are so many of them, can you, can you do it?” 

Ji Feng instantly frowned: “What kind of words are these! How can you ask if a man can do it!” 

Puff! 

Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help herself, and the nervousness in her heart instantly disappeared, and she gave 

Ji Feng a flirtatious white glance, “Is it really possible? Then why didn’t you have any reaction even when 

a big beauty stood in front of you without clothes at first?” 

“…… Shit!” 

Ji Feng held his tongue for a long time and couldn’t help but curse, immediately, he put his hands on the 

steering wheel and his foot started to gradually add gas to the accelerator. 

Buzz~~! 

The engine gradually roared up. 

As soon as the people in front and behind the car heard this sound, they tensed up and also began to 

start their motorbikes at the same time. 

Together, there were dozens of motorbikes in front and behind, and the sound of them starting up at 

the same time sounded quite spectacular! 

Especially when the motorcyclists braked their front brakes while the rear wheels of the motorbikes 

were spinning rapidly on the ground, the sound was so loud that it made people’s heads explode. 



Swish! Swish! Swish! Swish …… 

The people on those motorbikes, surprisingly all took out weapons like machetes and steel pipes, and 

even, a few, even took out pistols! 

“Young Ji, look ……” Zhou Fei Fei was immediately scared and turned a little white, staring closely at 

those motorcyclists in front of her, and couldn’t help but look back, “They have weapons in their hands, 

what should we do?” 

“Don’t worry, those steel pipes and broken pieces of iron like watermelon knives won’t be able to cut up 

our car!” Ji Feng laughed without worry. 

“Guns!” 

Zhou Fei Fei said sharply, “See, they have guns!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Don’t worry, as long as you sit tight and close your eyes, I’ll be able to 

get you out!” 

“……” Zhou Fei Fei’s eyebrows knitted slightly, “Can we really rush through? The windshield of this BMW 

x6 can’t stop bullets either… Young Ji, let’s call the police immediately!” 

“Sit tight!” 

Ji Feng frowned and shouted lowly, he didn’t have time to listen to what Fei Fei Zhou had to say now, 

because he had already seen that a few people with pistols had actually loaded their bullets, looking at 

that look, these people seemed to be planning to play with their lives! 

He couldn’t help but secretly nod his head, it was indeed no fluke that Xu Long had managed to make it 

to this point. The fact that his men were planning to play for their lives despite their superior numbers 

was enough to see that they were ruthless from their bones, which should be very directly related to Xu 

Long’s command and control. 

It was because Xu Long was so ruthless that he would make his men follow suit. 

This thought flashed through Ji Feng’s mind, and in the next moment, Ji Feng suddenly let go of his foot 

while slamming down on the accelerator, and the car suddenly roared away as if it were an arrow that 

had left the string. 

Buzz~~~! 

Then dozens of motorbikes followed suit and started rushing back and forth towards Ji Feng’s car at the 

same time. 

If you look from above, you can see that the motorbikes at both ends are like two torrents of steel, 

rushing towards the black car in the middle at a very fast speed, like a raging tide lapping at a flat boat. 

The situation looked heart-wrenching. 

However, Ji Feng was not going to sit back and wait for death. What’s more, although there were many 

people on the other side, they were not enough to make him feel like an enemy, he was at most just 

standing by and paying more attention. 



The distance between Ji Feng and the group of motorbikes in front of him was only a few hundred 

metres, and both sides were rushing past at top speed, so in just the blink of an eye, the two sides had 

already met. 

Buzz~! 

What surprised Ji Feng a little was that the motorbikes directly in front of him, the people on them 

suddenly jumped down and rolled to the side in a fit manner. 

At the same time, those motorbikes that had fallen down were still charging towards Ji Feng’s car 

because of inertia. 

Bang! 

Ji Feng’s car hit those fallen motorbikes with unerring accuracy, and a few of the fallen motorbikes 

instantly jammed their wheels, making it a little difficult to give Ji Feng control of the steering wheel. 

“Good idea!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t even help but give a secret praise, using this method to stop the cars was really great, it 

was obvious that these people did it so smoothly and so cleanly, this was certainly not the first time they 

used this method to stop cars. 

However, Ji Feng did not care about this at all, only to see his two hands shaking violently, the steering 

wheel turned extremely fast. 

SQUEAK–! 

The ear-piercing sound produced by the tyres rubbing against the ground instantly rang out, and the 

next moment, I saw that the car actually shifted straight and flat for some distance, throwing away 

those motorbikes that were stuck on the wheels, and at the same time, avoiding some motorbikes that 

were crashing in front of it. 

Buzz ~~~~! 

Ji Feng’s two hands steered the steering wheel with such speed that even with her wide eyes, Zhou Fei 

Fei could only see a shadow and could not see his hands clearly at all! 

Squeak–! 

Having avoided those fallen motorbikes, Ji Feng had completely gotten out of the passive situation with 

his car, so he suddenly accelerated and slammed through before any of those people could react. 

Bang Bang Bang Bang …… 

Whether it was those who were still driving the motorbike or those who had just gotten off the 

motorbike, none of them had reacted before Ji Feng drove straight through. Moreover, Ji Feng grasped 

extremely well when he crashed, and the angle and speed of that impact made it impossible for people 

to dodge. 



When Ji Feng made a drift and turned his head around, almost all of the motorcyclists who were in front 

of him were on the ground, some unconscious, some moaning in pain, and even a few who were directly 

hit by him with their cars into the moat. 

Zhou Fei Fei looked at the two eyes straight, this is too …… 

At the same time, Ji Feng did not have time to pay attention to her thoughts, after finishing one of the 

parties, Ji Feng had already turned his car around and rushed towards the other party at great speed. 

The other side’s motorcyclists saw Ji Feng’s car. 

When the motorcyclists on the other side saw how tough Ji Feng was, they no longer dared to let him 

get close, and a few riders immediately drew their guns and shot at Ji Feng as soon as he crashed over. 

“Keep your head down!” Ji Feng shouted, while pressing Zhou Fei Fei’s head down with one hand. 

At the same time, his car had also crashed into those motorbikes. 

This time, Ji Feng no longer showed the slightest bit of mercy, he completely pushed the accelerator to 

the bottom and rammed straight into those motorbikes. 

Since these people dared to shoot, there was no need for him to hold back any longer. 

If he showed mercy, he might be the one to die today, bullets don’t have eyes! 

Bang~~! 

When the last person was knocked away and landed in the moat, there was no one left to stand up on 

this section of road. 

Ji Feng coldly glanced at those people and drove away directly. 

Zhou Fei Fei, however, frowned slightly, she looked a little uncomfortable with this cold performance of 

Ji Feng! 
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Buzz~~~! 

The roar of the engine was low and heavy, seemingly full of power, enough to see just how powerful a 

car loaded with such an engine really was. 

Ji Feng drove the car on the road, his face was calm and there was not the slightest fluctuation in his 

gaze, as if nothing had happened at all, looking at Zhou Fei Fei’s heart could not help but feel a little 

cold, she felt that she had never seen the cold side of Ji Feng until today. 

In order to protect themselves, driving a car to run over those people, or even directly pressing over 

their bodies, that is nothing, after all, if you do not go to hit them, those people will turn against you, 

this is inexcusable. 

The only thing that made Zhou Fei Fei feel a bit cold was that Ji Feng didn’t even look at those people 

who were hit from the beginning to the end! 



On the way, Ji Feng drove with full concentration, his gaze straight ahead, seemingly not noticing the 

change in Zhou Fei Fei’s expression. 

However, he was suddenly smiling and asked, “Why are you not in a high mood? Is it because you were 

scared?” 

Shaking her head slightly, Zhou Fei Fei’s tender red lips moved, but she wanted to say something, but in 

the end, she didn’t say anything, but only let out a soft sigh. 

Hearing this sigh, Ji Feng’s eyebrows couldn’t help but frown. 

He turned his head to look at Zhou Fei Fei and looked at the road in front of him once again and asked, 

“Why are you sighing?” 

Zhou Fei Fei hesitated for a moment, but still couldn’t help asking, “Young Ji, have you always been so 

cold when it comes to your enemies?” 

“What?” Ji Feng didn’t react for a moment, or rather, it was he who didn’t understand Zhou Fei Fei’s 

words. 

“I said those people on motorbikes just now!” Zhou Fei Fei held her arms in her hands and couldn’t help 

but shake her head slightly and sigh, “Some of them were hit directly, while some of them were hitting 

their companions’ bodies …… Those people must have been hurt badly!” 

Only then did Ji Feng understand what she meant, Zhou Fei Fei was being soft-hearted. Moreover, she 

saw that she simply ignored those people and directly drove the car away, so there was some 

discomfort in her heart. 

“Oh ……” Ji Feng smiled and shook his head, but did not explain anything. 

Zhou Fei Fei looked even more uncomfortable, having knocked people into that, Ji Feng actually 

managed to laugh and was so relaxed …… 

The first thing you can do is to ask yourself what you think we should do. There were so many people on 

the other side, how would we have left?” 

“I know you had no choice, but ……” Zhou Fei Fei wanted to say something else, but in the end, she just 

let out a light sigh. 

The fact is that there are many things that cannot be explained clearly, and he believes that even if he 

explains it, Zhou Fei Fei may not be able to understand it, this is a way of thinking, or a difference in the 

way of living, related to the environment in which people grow up. 

Ji Feng believed that if Xu Long or Su Yayun were here today, they would have done something even 

more desperate and much more ruthless than themselves, because for them, this was a way of survival. 

By the same token, for these people who attacked themselves and Zhou Fei Fei, this is also a way of life 

for them, and when they set out on this path, they should have thought that they would have this day. 

Between themselves and them, there is a hostile relationship, and there is absolutely no need to show 

them mercy. 



To be merciful to one’s enemies is to be cruel to oneself. This is not just a saying, but a truth that has 

remained unchanged for ages. 

In Ji Feng’s view, Zhou Fei Fei is in control of the Shengshi Group, and in the treacherous shopping malls, 

where there is deceit and deception, and where there is heart-to-heart combat, there is little difference 

between that kind of fierce business battle, except that there is no smoke, and war. 

Just imagine, those enemies who were defeated by the Shengshi Group, did they really end up better 

than these people who were knocked down by themselves today? 

–That may not be! 

But why wouldn’t Zhou Fei Fei sympathise with those people, instead of sympathising with those who 

were knocked down by themselves? 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh, because she only saw the misery of those who were 

knocked down by herself, but couldn’t see that those who were defeated in the mall might actually end 

up worse! 

This is the difference between eyesight and upbringing, making everyone’s way of thinking different as 

well. 

Therefore, regarding Zhou Fei Fei’s thoughts, Ji Feng just laughed it off. 

It didn’t matter what other people thought of him, the most crucial thing was that he knew what he was 

doing was right now, and that was enough. 

As for the people who were bumped off …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get rid of them. 

It is simply a joke! 

At this point, Ji Feng’s opinion of Zhou Fei Fei was a little deeper. 

He found that Zhou Fei Fei, who came from a business family, was too deeply influenced by her 

surroundings. The surrounding environment not only affected the way she handled herself, but more 

importantly, it directly affected her way of thinking. 

When doing something, almost completely subconsciously, Zhou Fei Fei will first judge whether the 

thing she is about to do will bring benefits to herself and what kind of benefits it can bring, and only 

secondly, she will consider what kind of impact doing this thing will have, or what kind of difficulties 

there are and other external factors! 

To put it simply, no matter what Zhou Fei Fei does, she takes herself or her own interests as the starting 

point, and everything, revolves around this starting point to operate. 

Apart from that, she does not know the hardships of the world and has not been exposed to the 

inflammatory state of the world …… And this, that is her way of thinking, and, this way of thinking along 

with her growth, gradually fixed, as long as Zhou Fei Fei does not go out of this circle, her way of 

thinking is almost impossible to change. 



This is not something that Ji Feng can say, after all, everyone’s life circle and habits are different, and 

their personalities are also different. 

The only thing is, as the understanding of Zhou Fei Fei as a woman gradually deepens, Ji Feng is also 

constantly adjusting the way he interacts with her and his mentality. 

But on the whole, Zhou Fei Fei is still a very smart woman, and at least it’s good to work with such a 

person. 

But in the future, when dealing with this woman, it is to be slightly respectful and far away, Ji Feng 

secretly made up his mind in his heart. 

It seems to have sensed a slight change in Ji Feng’s demeanor, Zhou Fei Fei suddenly turned her head 

and asked, “Ji Shao, what’s on your mind? Is it something to do with me?” 

Ji Feng smiled dumbly, “What makes you think so?” 

“I think you are thinking about something related to me, because just now while you were 

contemplating, if anything, you glanced at me, I think, at that time you must have remembered 

something about me, am I right?” Zhou Fei Fei asked with a smile. 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, “It’s not good for a woman to be too smart!” 

“But, there are many people who just like smart women?!” Zhou Fei Fei asked in a low voice as her pair 

of beautiful eyes stared at the side of Ji Feng’s face. 

“Maybe there are!” Ji Feng smiled noncommittally. 

After a moment of hesitation, Zhou Fei Fei only suddenly asked, “By the way, young Ji, you still haven’t 

told me why your attitude towards me has changed?” 

“Didn’t your attitude towards me more or less change just now?” Ji Feng asked rhetorically with a wry 

smile. 

Zhou Fei Fei was stunned, and then she understood that Ji Feng was talking about how she was not used 

to seeing him too cold, so her face was a little ugly. 

She couldn’t help but ask in a low voice, “Young Ji, in that case, did your attitude towards me happen 

because I had done something wrong? What exactly is the matter?” 

Ji Feng then stopped talking and just looked seriously at the road in front of him and drove with full 

concentration. 

Zhou Fei Fei just couldn’t help but be bored for a moment, Ji Feng’s composure and deepness was an 

attraction for women, but sometimes this deepness of his was so hot to hate, the more it came to a 

critical moment, the less he spoke, really! 

“Could it be that she really did something bad, and that’s why she made Ji Feng start gradually 

distancing herself?” Zhou Fei Fei’s heart, still somewhat secretly suspicious, could not help but mutter. 

…… 



“Ran away?!” 

Xu Long took the phone, his face couldn’t help but change, gritting his teeth and cursing angrily, “A 

bunch of trash! So many people blocking two people from the other side, and they couldn’t even stop 

them? What do I have to do with you losers!” 

Bang! 

Xu Long ruthlessly hung up the phone, sitting in his chair with an angry face and cursing furiously. 

“Father, then what should we do next?” Xu Chao looked at his father’s stormy appearance and asked in 

a deep voice. 

“What else can we do, we can only leave for the time being!” 

As soon as he talked about leaving Hangzhou, Xu Long couldn’t help but be filled with resentment and 

hatred, “To think that I, Xu Long, have been licking my blood for more than ten years to create such a 

great foundation, yet just because of a yellow-haired girl, and a little beast that hasn’t even grown hair, I 

have to leave here in a mess ……” 

“Master, then the second young master there ……” The nearby housekeeper Xu was a little hesitant, 

“We still don’t know where the second young master is being held, if we rescue him, it should be very 

difficult!” 

“Humph!” 

Xu Long coldly snorted, “No matter what, we must find out exactly where Shuai Xu is being hidden, 

besides that, Xu Chao, you have to get all the cash ready, after rescuing your brother, we will leave 

here!” 

“Yes! Father!” Xu Chao immediately nodded his head in response. 

With his hands behind his back, Xu Long paced back and forth in the room, a cold, cold aura flickering in 

his eyes, gloomy, like a poisonous snake showing its fangs, extremely frightening and dangerous. 

After walking for a long time, he suddenly stopped in his tracks, and a harsh cold aura suddenly flashed 

across his originally gloomy face as he laughed conspiratorially, “This time, it is me, Xu Long, who has 

fallen. But even if I have to leave, I must make certain people understand that I, Xu Long, am not a soft 

persimmon that can be squeezed by anyone who wants to!” 
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“Boss!” 

Ji Feng and Zhou Fei Fei had just returned to the villa when Liu Zejun flashed out from nowhere, almost 

startling Zhou Fei Fei. 

“How was it, nothing went wrong during the time I was away, right?” Ji Feng, however, had already 

gotten used to this way of hiding of Liu Zejun and asked with a smile. 



“No abnormal conditions!” Liu Zejun said in a low voice, “However, it was those few guys who were a bit 

unfaithful and were taught a lesson by me!” As he spoke, his gaze glanced down, and Ji Feng 

immediately understood that Liu Ze-jun was talking about those people locked up in the basement. 

Ji Feng laughed, “Let them make a scene, I see, they don’t have a few days left to bounce around.” 

“I guess they’re hungry!” Zhou Fei Fei said. 

From the time they were caught the night before last until now, those guys hadn’t eaten, so they must 

have been hungry and couldn’t stand it. 

“It’s better to starve them for a few days, so that they don’t have the strength to run away if they can’t 

keep an eye on them. Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile faintly. 

“Then simply don’t even give them water!” Liu Zejun said grimly. 

“Don’t be so cruel!” 

Ji Feng was instantly happy, if he did what Liu Zejun said, I’m afraid that in a few days, all these people 

would be turned into a dry corpse. At that time, there would be no point in keeping these people in 

control, and that was not what Ji Feng wanted to see. 

The TV screen in the living room showed that the stock trading of Fei Long Group was still going on, and 

the share price was also going down, but the momentum of the decline was not so obvious anymore, 

and there was even a vague tendency to level off. 

Ji Feng frowned slightly: “Is it possible that all those stockholders have gone to dinner now?” 

Zhou Fei Fei smiled sweetly, “It should be that all the stocks in the hands of these stockholders have 

pretty much been dumped, and even if there were, there aren’t many left.” 

“Now we’re waiting for the final blow.” Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “Fei Fei, as long as the shares of 

Fei Long Group are completely knocked down and you guys make the acquisition, this Fei Long Group, 

it’s about to change hands, and at the lowest price, congratulations!” 

“Ji Shao is too much, it’s all thanks to you, if it wasn’t for your good planning, the plan wouldn’t have 

gone so smoothly!” Zhou Fei Fei smiled sweetly and said. 

Ji Feng waved his hand with a smile and did not deny it. 

This was the cruelty of the stock market, sometimes after a lifetime of hard work, one might lose a hard-

earned foundation from one’s hands in the blink of an eye just because of a piece of news. 

Today, Fei Long Group’s stock price has been pushed to the lowest limit and is about to fall, but it is not 

yet down, just barely struggling. 

At this time, if the Zhou family intervened and forced a sweep, I’m afraid that in the blink of an eye, the 

Feilong Group would change hands and become part of the Shengshi Group! 

“Fei Fei, this specific operational matters, I believe your Zhou family must also have good experts in this 

area, I belong to the amateur, so I will not follow to interfere.” Ji Feng sat down on the sofa and said, 



deliberating his words, “So, when exactly should you make a move and how exactly to operate, you guys 

can see for yourselves.” 

Zhou Fei Fei nodded slightly: “Don’t worry, Ji Shao, I’ve made all the arrangements on my side!” 

The first thing that I would like to say is that if Ji Feng was conspiring when he made his plan, then now it 

would be the stage of sharing the spoils, what is his own, Zhou Fei Fei would never be polite, this time to 

deal with Xu Long, will certainly offend many people above, taking over the Fei Long Group, is also a kind 

of compensation in disguise! 

The corner of Ji Feng’s mouth pulled up a curve, that smile slightly with a hint of sarcasm, although it 

was a flash, but also very obvious. 

Obviously, Ji Feng was somewhat disgusted by Zhou Fei Fei’s character which was somewhat oblivious at 

the sight of profit! 

But both sides are partners after all, so Ji Feng did not say anything, but in his heart, he has already 

drawn a big question mark after the word Zhou Fei Fei, how to get along with this woman in the future, 

and how to maintain the relationship between the two, are still to be examined. 

If the woman behaves well, perhaps we will still be friends, but if she behaves badly, then we will only 

be able to maintain the current relationship between each other that is more familiar than a stranger, 

but more distant than a friend. 

In short, it’s …… The reason for this is the fact that the people who are acquainted with each other are 

the ones who are not. 

The reason why Ji Feng would remind Zhou Fei Fei is simply because, right now, we all have a common 

enemy – Xu Long! 

“Well then, it’s up to your autonomy to arrange when you will launch your attack.” Ji Feng nodded and 

smiled, “Also, before you launch your attack, you can hand over some of the people in the basement 

first ……” 

“Is the time right?” Zhou Fei Fei was instantly happy. If they could hand these people over, it would be a 

great credit to some people, and when the time came, they would owe the Zhou family a favor and 

remember the goodness of the Zhou family, and the relationship between the two sides, I believe, 

would go even further. 

This kind of potential relationship is something that can’t be bought with any amount of money, so Fei 

Fei Zhou couldn’t help but be excited. 

Ji Feng secretly smiled and nodded, “Here we are.” 

He turned his head and asked with a smile, “Mr. Ji, as for your side, you don’t have to worry, this time 

Sasaki Taro and Kawaki Yanzi will still stay here, the ones handed over are just some minions for the 

time being, we will only move them after your side is all set up!” 

“Mr Ji, thank you so much!” Ji YuYi said gratefully, her voice whispering as she spoke, almost making 

one’s bones go limp. 



Ji Feng waved his hand and smiled, “No need to be polite, strictly speaking, the reason we have such a 

rare opportunity is thanks to Mr. Ji, if it wasn’t for those people trying to deal with you and use it to 

frame the East China Sea Gang, I don’t think we would have seized such an opportunity, so speaking of 

which, we should be thanking you!” 

“Mr Ji is really joking!” Ji YuYi couldn’t help but purse her lips and laugh lightly, but in her heart, it was 

clear that in this operation, her own side could be said to have taken a considerable advantage. 

On the one hand, Ji Feng had not only saved her life, but on the other hand, he had even given her such 

a big gift for no reason at all. 

Therefore, Ji YuYi only gave Ji Feng a deep look and did not say any more words of gratitude. There were 

many things that could not be expressed in just one or two words, the key was to see how to do it! 

Ji Feng sat on the sofa and deliberated for a moment before he suddenly raised his head and said, “Fei 

Fei, immediately inform Su Yayun and tell her to closely monitor Xu Long’s whereabouts, no matter 

what, we absolutely cannot let Xu Long get away, otherwise, it would really be a foregone conclusion.” 

Now, the Zhou family has already received the benefits they deserve, satisfying Zhou Fei Fei’s profit-

oriented mindset, and Ji Yu Yu has also received a considerable benefit, only that the information has 

not yet been fed back to them, after all, this is a negotiation between the Lianzhu Gang and the 

Yamaguchi Group, so it takes a little time. 

Then all that remained was what Ji Feng wanted – Xu Long, and the evidence in his hands! 

Xu Long could be handed over to Xu Yuan to dispose of, but what Ji Feng valued the most was the 

evidence in Xu Long’s hands, which was the game ticket for the Ji family’s men to enter Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang and could not be allowed to falter. 

The fact is that, in Ji Feng’s opinion, Xu Long is just as important, and even if Xu Yuan hates Xu Long, she 

may not be able to do something that would be condemned by God. 

Therefore, Ji Feng was not worried that Xu Long would lose his life in Xu Yuan’s hands. 

However, some painful torture was bound to be inevitable. 

What Ji Feng is worried about is that once Xu Long falls into the hands of that woman Su Yayun …… If 

that was the case, then Xu Long’s fate could really be thought of with his heels. 

“No ……” Ji Feng held his arm with one hand and held his chin with the other, thinking quickly, “We can’t 

just count on Su Yayun and the East China Sea Gang, Fei Fei, send out all your bodyguards as well to 

closely monitor Xu Long’s every move, the villa will be safe enough here as long as Chief Ji’s bodyguards 

and Zejun stay.” 

“No problem, just, are you doing this to …… catch Xu Long yourself?” Zhou Fei Fei was a little confused. 

Ji Feng faintly shook his head and said, “I just don’t want Xu Long to die so quickly!” 

Zhou Fei Fei suddenly realized that with the kind of hatred Su Ya Yun had for Xu Long, once Xu Long fell 

into her hands, it would be strange if she didn’t torture him to death! 



If Su Yayun lost her mind, she might even chop Xu Long with a knife! 

“I understand, I’ll go and send someone to spy on Xu Long.” Zhou Fei Fei said, anyway, at this time, the 

people of the East Sea Gang were also secretly monitoring every move of Xu Long and those fighters of 

the Dragon Tiger Gang, now if they wanted to find Xu Long, it couldn’t be easier. 

Xu Yuan was also in the living room at this time, she was sitting in a corner of the sofa, her eyes seemed 

to be staring at the stock lines on the TV screen, but in reality, she was paying attention to Ji Feng giving 

orders, and from her slightly ugly face, you could tell that at this time, her mood was definitely not as 

calm as she was showing. 

The fact is that the company has a lot of money to spend on the project. 

…… 

The Zhou family’s attack was quite a bit earlier than Ji Feng had imagined. 

Less than an hour before the closing bell, the stock curve suddenly began to fall. Ji Feng, Zhou Fei Fei 

and others immediately realized, based on their previous analysis, that Xu Long was no longer going to 

protect the market, he was going to run! 

The Zhou family stepped in and began to furiously sweep the shares of the Fei Long Group, pulling the 

share price back up quite a bit. 

Once the Zhou family had completely taken control, night had begun to fall, and by this time, Fei Fei 

Zhou’s bodyguard had called, Xu Long had taken a convoy of cars and was ready to run away …… 

Chapter 834 

A black coupe was parked at the roadside, and under the dim streetlights, one could vaguely see that 

the front of the coupe seemed to have been deeply dented by the impact, the bumper was also knocked 

askew, and even the headlights were broken. 

At first glance, the car looked so disastrous that if it wasn’t still distinguishable from its appearance as a 

BMW x6, Ji Feng wouldn’t even be sure if it was his own car. 

In fact, it was indeed Ji Feng’s car, and the reason why it was so disfigured and disastrous was all 

because of the midday’s handiwork. 

Hundreds of guys on motorbikes were knocked off their feet or knocked down directly by this car, plus 

the motorbike that came crashing at high speed …… Nowadays, this car is not affected by anything other 

than its disastrous appearance, so Ji Feng had to sigh at the superior performance of this seat of his. 

At this time, Ji Feng was sitting in the driver’s seat of his broken BMW x6, with Xu Yuan in the passenger 

seat, and the two of them were just sitting quietly in the car, staring at the road in front of them, not 

even blinking. 

At the back of the BMW x6, about 30 or 40 metres away, there was another black commercial vehicle, 

and inside that sat Zhou Fei Fei, along with a few of her bodyguards. 



Their cars, respectively, were on one side of the road and were hidden in the woods next to each other, 

not on the road, and only the faint lights of the street lamps shining down through the tree branches 

could vaguely outline the outlines of the two cars. 

“Boss, do you think they’ll really pass by on this road?” In the darkness, Xu Yuan’s voice broke the 

silence of the night and seemed a little hesitant, “If, if they don’t take this road, then wouldn’t we be 

waiting here for nothing?” 

Ji Feng, however, was not moved in the slightest and only said indifferently, “Xu Yuan, calm down and 

be steady, right now Fei Fei’s bodyguards are following Xu Long, they are following this road and are 

coming in our direction, so don’t worry, he will definitely pass by here, it’s just a matter of time!” 

Xu Yuan then nodded slightly, but in her heart she was even more apprehensive, once she remembered 

that she was about to face the man who had killed her mother, she couldn’t help but feel nervous in her 

heart, and there was even a hint of other complex emotions that made her not know what to do, and 

she could only instinctively breathe rapidly. 

Ji Feng paused for a moment and suddenly said, “Xu Yuan, if Xu Long really fell into your hands, how 

would you deal with him?” 

“Huh?” 

Xu Yuan was stunned, and only after a moment did she say, “I, I would kill him!” 

Ji Feng then couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, “Just by hearing that from you, I know you 

definitely won’t, so, have you thought of what to do?” 

Xu Yuan couldn’t help but be silent, from the bottom of her heart, she really hadn’t thought about what 

to do with Xu Long, the man who had never loved her for a day, but who was actually her father! 

In the past, when gritting her teeth to avenge her mother, Xu Yuan had imagined many times that one 

day she would kill this beast with her own hands, so that her mother could rest in peace and her 

grandfather could rest in peace …… 

But now, although she hasn’t met this man yet, just thinking about it makes Xu Yuan feel like her heart 

can’t help but beat wildly a few times. 

And as time went on, Xu Yuan even developed an extremely complicated and contradictory mood – she 

both hoped that Xu Long would pass by this road and, at the same time, did not want him to pass by it. 

In fact, she wanted Xu Long to die, but at the same time, she didn’t want him to die …… It is so 

complicated and contradictory. 

Seemingly sensing the apprehension in Xu Yuan’s heart, Ji Feng could not help but say, “Xu Yuan, or else 

…… you just go back first?” 

“No!” 

Xu Yuan immediately shook her head and refused, “I once swore in front of my mother’s grave that I 

would avenge her!” 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but let out a slight sigh, he could completely feel how much pain Xu Yuan would 

feel when she made this decision. 

For Xu Yuan, whether she wanted to avenge her mother or not, it was an extremely painful choice. 

To take revenge, she would have to face her father head-on, and the pain that would tear her heart out 

would be unimaginable to others. 

But if she didn’t take revenge, even if she closed her eyes, she would remember her mother’s tragic 

death and the scene before she died. 

It was a dilemma for Xu Yuan, and whichever one she chose, it was a heart-breaking act! 

So even now, Xu Yuan is still struggling, having difficulty making a choice. 

And how many people can understand this pain? 

In the darkness of the night, looking at Xu Yuan’s slightly reddened face, Ji Feng could not help but 

secretly pity her. Ten years ago, Xu Yuan was only a teenager, a little girl, but suffered a broken home 

and a broken family, and, most likely, had to hide from her own half-brother’s pursuit …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get rid of the problem. 

“Xu Yuan.” Ji Feng looked at Xu Yuan’s scarf-clad appearance, revealing only a face, and suddenly 

shouted lowly. 

“Hmm?” Xu Yuan casually responded, “What’s wrong?” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “There are a few words I want to say to you, that what …… I already have a 

girlfriend, I think you know that too, right?” 

“Yes!” Xu Yuan’s heart thumped, but her face pretended to nod as if nothing was wrong. 

“So what about ……” Ji Feng pondered for a long time, surprisingly, he didn’t know how to go on for a 

while, in the end, he could only shake his head and smile, “Nothing, it just suddenly occurred to me that 

one of my girlfriends, oh, that is, the registered boss of our pharmaceutical factory, has resigned from 

school and will probably come to work in the pharmaceutical factory next year.” 

“Ah?!” 

Xu Yuan was immediately taken aback, her beautiful eyes filled with astonishment, and at the same time 

she was more or less nervous: “Boss, you, your girlfriend is coming?” 

“Yes!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Before she was a teacher in my school, but there was a little problem in the 

middle, so she quit and decided to learn to manage the pharmaceutical factory, when the time comes, I 

still need you to bring her along more!” 

“No problem, as long as she’s willing to learn, I can teach her everything I know!” Xu Yuan immediately 

smiled and nodded her head, agreeing readily, although her heart was a little sour, her face did not 

show it in the slightest. 



Looking at her somewhat reluctant smile, Ji Feng opened his mouth to say something, but in the end, he 

could only stop talking and swallowed back all the words that were on his lips. 

At this time, no matter what he said, it was inappropriate. 

Especially after the ambiguous atmosphere between them last time, it was even different. 

Ji Feng originally wanted to ask Xu Yuan what she thought about what happened last time, Ji Feng was 

keen to know whether in her heart she treated herself as a boss or as a boyfriend? 

But when the words came to his mouth, the question turned sour, and Ji Feng didn’t have the heart to 

ask it, so his mouth twisted and he pulled on Xiao Yuxuan’s body. 

However, in his heart, this matter still made him grumble a little. 

Xu Yuan also did not know what had occurred to her and became silent, and the atmosphere in the car 

actually froze for a while. 

Ji Feng could not help but secretly smile bitterly, no matter what the matter is, once it involves the 

relationship between men and women, it will become very troublesome. In the past, between himself 

and Xu Yuan, there were no such complications, and there was never this cold experience of not being 

able to find something to say. 

Now, instead, they couldn’t find anything to say to each other. 

“Pop!” 

Ji Feng lowered the car window, casually lit a cigarette and slowly smoked it. The cold breeze outside 

the window suddenly blew in, making Ji Feng’s spirit suddenly lift, quite a feeling of being relaxed. 

At this moment, Ji Feng made a decision that it was better to let nature take its course in the matter 

between himself and Xu Yuan. 

The most important thing now was to catch Xu Long and, at the same time, get some key evidence. 

Buzz~~! 

The low roar of the engine came over faintly. 

Ji Feng instantly looked aghast, put the car window down completely, took two fierce puffs, put out the 

cigarette, and stared straight ahead at the highway with both eyes. 

Strong lights shone over first, and Ji Feng immediately squinted his eyes and looked carefully, finding 

that three cars were speeding towards him. Behind these three cars, it seems to be followed by several 

other cars, which seem to be chasing these three cars in front of them …… But because the distance was 

too far away, Ji Feng couldn’t see too clearly. 

“Ding ……” 

Just at this time, Ji Feng’s mobile phone suddenly rang, he immediately took it out and looked down, but 

found that it was Su Yayun calling. 



When we had dinner together two days ago, Ji Feng did exchange phone numbers with Su Yayun, but at 

that time it was only out of politeness, in fact Ji Feng could see at that time that Su Yayun’s attitude 

towards himself was not very good, therefore, the two of them did not even think that they would 

contact each other. 

But now, Su Yayun called Ji Feng, which made Ji Feng couldn’t help but be a little surprised. 

However, this thought only flashed through Ji Feng’s mind before he immediately picked up the phone, 

“Hello, it’s Mr. Su, right? This is ……” 

However, as soon as he picked up the phone, before Ji Feng could finish his sentence, Su Yayun’s voice 

came over, “Young Ji, Xu Long and the others are driving towards you, be careful, they have experts 

around them, Xu Long’s kung fu is also very powerful, and they have weapons ……” 

Su Ya Yun’s voice was very urgent, obviously the situation was already urgent too: “By the way, that 

bodyguard of yours is with you, right? Let him take action, no one can stop Xu Long and the others 

except him!” 

“So powerful?” 

Ji Feng’s mouth said surprised words, but his face did not have the slightest look of fear, instead, he 

narrowed his eyes with interest, looked at the three cars that came speeding from the distance, and 

asked, “Mr. Su, how many people were there in total on the other side?” 

“At least seventeen or eighteen people ran away!” Su Yayun said, “Apart from Xu Long and his father, 

there are also the bosses of several major halls of the Dragon Tiger Gang, as well as their bodyguards 

……” 

“Seventeen or eighteen people ah ……” Ji Feng looked at the three cars and said, “I know.” 

Campus Master  

Chapter 835 

Seeing that Ji Feng didn’t take his warning seriously at all, Su Yayun couldn’t help but say urgently, 

“Young Ji, make sure your bodyguards take action, otherwise, you won’t be able to stop Xu Long and the 

others!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Don’t worry, I know what to do, besides, aren’t there still your people around here?” 

As he spoke, he turned his head to look at the woods by the roadside, in those woods, there was a large 

group of people hidden, these were the East Sea Gang’s manpower that had been ambushed here 

beforehand, waiting for Xu Long and the others to come crashing in headlong. 

“Young Ji!” 

Su Yayun’s voice raised quite a bit: “I’m telling you, if you’re still so careless, Xu Long will definitely run 

away!” 

Ji Feng laughed and said noncommittally, “I know, don’t worry, even if he Xu Long grows wings, he 

definitely won’t be able to escape this time.” 



After saying that, Ji Feng directly hung up the phone. 

Listening to the busy beeping sound coming from the phone, Su Yayun, who was sitting in the back seat 

of a car, could not help but be slightly stunned, this guy actually hung up the phone without even saying 

goodbye? 

What a big show! 

Su Yayun was unhappy, but she knew that this was not the time to be angry with Ji Feng. The most 

important thing now was to inform the people in ambush ahead of them, so that they could not let Xu 

Long and the others go no matter what, otherwise, they would have to rush out of Hangzhou. 

Once Xu Long and the others get away, it would be like letting a tiger return to the mountain, not only is 

there another enemy hiding in the shadows, but more importantly, one’s wish to take revenge with 

one’s own hands cannot be realized. 

Although the East China Sea Gang has also been operating for many years, it is only in Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang after all. Once Xu Long gets away and jumps out of Jiangsu and Zhejiang, it will be too difficult 

to catch him again. 

Therefore, no matter what, Su Yayun could not let Xu Long get away. 

If she missed this rare opportunity, I’m afraid there would never be another chance like this again! 

Thinking of this, Su Yayun hurriedly called to inform the men who were ambushed by the roadside in 

front of her, so that they could step in to block Xu Long and the others’ car. 

“Big Sister, don’t worry, Xu Long won’t be able to escape!” 

The one who spoke was the general manager of the East China Sea Group, Zhao Yafan, who was sitting 

on the passenger seat. 

Because he did not know kung fu and was only in charge of business matters in the East China Sea Gang, 

Zhao Yafan was not supposed to be involved in tonight’s action. 

After all, tonight’s action is not about how to negotiate, how to do business or even how to close a deal, 

today it is mainly about fists and the machete in his hands. For these, Zhao Yafan could only be 

considered a layman. 

However, since this evening was an important day for the entire East China Sea Gang, Zhao Yafan also 

came along and was arranged to ride in the same car with Su Yayun. 

Su Yayun shook her head slightly and said, “No one expected how Xu Long would suddenly recruit so 

many strong bodyguards in these few years, although the ones we brought this time are all good, but 

after all, the other side is not weak either, if they weren’t in a hurry to escape, we definitely wouldn’t be 

their opponents!” 

In fact, this time, the fight between the East Sea Gang and the Dragon Tiger Gang was simply a lopsided 

situation. 



After Zhou Fei Fei conveyed Ji Feng’s intention, Su Ya Yun had already given the order for all the people 

of the East Sea Gang to start moving to target the venues under the control of the Dragon Tiger Gang 

and sweep them all. 

However, to Su Yayun’s surprise, apart from some small ponies, not even a decent person in charge 

could be found in those venues. 

Liao Qichang took the most elite members of the Donghai Gang and headed straight for the 

headquarters of the Dragon Tiger Gang. 

As a result, they encountered fierce resistance, with a large number of men gathered here, and the two 

sides ran into each other in an encounter. 

But because Xu Long and the others were not interested in fighting and were only thinking of escaping, 

their fighters lost their backbone and were eventually defeated by Liao Qichang’s men, all of them 

scurrying away, in a terrible state of disarray. 

As a matter of fact, when Liao Qichang and his men arrived at the headquarters of the Dragon Tiger 

Gang, it was the time when the leaders of the Dragon Tiger Gang found that something was wrong in 

the city and were about to ask Xu Long for advice on what to do next. 

It was also because of this coincidence that Liao Qichang’s sudden appearance forced the leaders and Xu 

Long’s father and son to flee together. 

But because of this, the bosses of the various halls of the Dragon Tiger Gang were accompanied by 

extremely strong bodyguards, plus the bosses themselves had come from a life of licking blood at the 

mouth of the sword, they were far more powerful than those punks. 

Plus, Xu Long had a few extremely powerful bodyguards by his side, making things extremely tricky! 

“I don’t know if that Ji will send his bodyguards up, if he’s going to put on a fat face, then this time we’ll 

really be in trouble, just with the men we ambushed in front, we’re definitely no match for Xu Long and 

the others!” Su Ya Yun couldn’t help but frown, “Driver, drive faster, make sure to bite them, we can’t 

let them get away!” 

“Yes! Big Sister!” That driver who was driving immediately answered. 

…… 

“Xu Yuan, aren’t you very nervous?!” Looking at Xu Yuan’s tense pretty face, Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

smile slightly and said, “Get out of the car.” 

“What?!” 

Xu Yuan was stunned. 

“You go to Fifi’s car, it’s safer there, I might have to take a shot later.” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

“That …… Okay!” Xu Yuan also knew that now was not the time to argue, so she immediately nodded 

her head and agreed, quickly pulling open the car door and getting out. 



When she took a few steps, she suddenly looked back at Ji Feng again and said softly, “Ji Feng, be 

careful! If you really can’t …… Just don’t force it, in fact, even if he runs away, I’m okay with it!” 

“Hehe …… Okay!” Ji Feng smiled and nodded, through the car window, made an ‘ok’ gesture to Xu Yuan 

outside, but his heart was a little warm. 

Xu Yuan’s meaning he understood very well, she was saying that if there was really no way to stop Xu 

Long, don’t take the risk and just let him run away …… 

“With me around, how could he get away?!” Ji Feng said in his heart, then shook his head and smiled, he 

started the car and slowly increased the throttle, ready to intercept the three cars. 

Buzz~~~! 

Just then, not far away in the woods, the roar of an engine likewise rang out, followed by strong lights 

suddenly lighting up as five or six cars, as well as two vans, quickly rushed onto the highway, just in time 

to block the entire road tightly. 

The drivers in these cars then turned off their cars, quickly got down and ran into the woods again. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly frown, if Xu Long and the others drove straight ahead, these vehicles 

might not be able to stop them, or worse, they could just ram the car through! 

“Could it be that they still have a backhand?” Ji Feng secretly wondered. 

Sure enough, this thought had just flashed through Ji Feng’s mind when he saw a few people in the 

woods carrying one of the wooden planks and running over quickly, and when he looked carefully, those 

planks actually had rows of steel nails on them! 

“These guys ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly stammer, I have to say, everyone has something they 

are good at and at the same time something they are not good at, it would be perfect for these guys to 

do this kind of road blocking and killing, looking at their skilful techniques, it was obviously not the first 

time they did this kind of thing. 

Ji Feng secretly reckoned that even if he were to drive his own car from a distance, the only way he 

could think of with people chasing him behind him would be to directly ram the car in front of him that 

was blocking the road and then charge straight through and leave quickly. As for the steel spikes on the 

ground, who would have thought to pay attention to them? 

They are all talents! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly sigh with emotion, he even vaguely felt some pity for Xu Long. 

Just imagine, Xu Long was a lord and master in the East China Sea Gang, and then usurped power and 

created the Dragon Tiger Gang, and led a group of brothers to fight for ten years, and finally got the 

present foundation, he can be said to be a lord and master. 

But this is such a lordly figure, but just because he was driven to extinction, he actually ended up falling 

into the hands of a small group of fighters, this cannot be said to be an irony! 

Buzz~~~! 



When those people from the East Sea Gang put all the steel spikes in place and then withdrew silently, 

the vehicles in the distance had also approached quickly and were only a few hundred meters away 

from this side, and it was only at this time that Ji Feng could see clearly that the other side didn’t just 

have only three cars, but six of them! 

It turned out that behind the three cars in front, there were actually three more cars following. 

It was only because the three cars at the back did not have their lights on that Ji Feng did not notice the 

end at first when he was in the distance just now. 

It was thought that the three cars behind this did not want to draw attention to themselves, or they 

wanted to take advantage of the chaos to rush out. 

Buzz~~! 

Ji Feng immediately started the car, but did not drive immediately, but watched the six cars closely. 

Squeak-! 

An ear-piercing scraping sound suddenly rang out, and the three cars behind them that didn’t have their 

lights on began to slow down, a sharp brake, and after pulling out a few meters long, they stopped so 

sharply. At the same time, the three cars in front of them were also slowing down, but instead of 

stopping, they crashed at a slightly slower speed towards the car blocking the way. 

Bang …… Zee …… 

What Ji Feng predicted really happened, the three cars in front of him after hitting it, but because the 

tyres were punctured by steel nails, thus affecting the speed, as a result the car was directly deflected by 

the impact, but still did not hit the cars that were blocking the road! 

The three cars behind the other side were in a dilemma! 

If they were to advance, they might not be able to get through, but if they were to retreat, the pursuers 

behind them were about to come after them! 

At this moment, the members of the East China Sea Gang, who were hiding on both sides of the road, 

had already rushed out quickly …… 

Chapter 836 

There were about twenty to thirty members of the Donghai Gang ambushed on both sides of the road, 

each holding a steel pipe of about one foot in their hands, but Ji Feng did not see any machetes or 

pistols or other weapons. 

However, Ji Feng could tell that these people were all very skilled and moved very quickly, and from the 

looks of it, they should be the elite fighters in the East Sea Gang. 

In fact, apart from the steel pipes, there were also people holding wooden sticks and other things in the 

hands of these people. 

There were two of them, carrying a very thick wooden stick in their hands, quickly approaching towards 

the six cars parked in the middle of the road. 



Because it was night and the three cars at the front had hit the cars in the way, the headlights in front of 

the cars were either smashed or only shining ahead, so it was almost difficult for the people in the cars 

to notice the men under the cover of the night. 

And, because it was night, the people in the car didn’t dare to get down easily, or even turn off the 

engine, they could only lower the windows in the car and stick their heads out to see what was going on 

with the tyres. 

However, as soon as they stuck their heads out, the wooden stick from outside came straight down. 

Bang! 

The tremendous force of that wooden stick and steel pipe instantly smashed the person directly into 

unconsciousness, without even half a reaction, with great power. 

The drivers of the cars, in particular, became the target of special care. The drivers of the three cars at 

the front of the line were smashed at least four or five times. The head of a person is too hard to 

withstand this kind of smashing, right? That will not be able to smash out the brain! 

However, Ji Feng still frowned a little, the people around Xu Long could not have no counterattack 

ability at all, the people from the East China Sea Gang only got the upper hand because they were taken 

by surprise, if they were not fast enough, I am afraid they might not be a match for Xu Long and the 

others. 

Buzz~~! 

The people inside the three cars behind them that did not have their lights on also noticed the situation 

in front of them at this time, and they immediately drove their cars backwards quickly, as they started 

up extremely fast, causing the tyres to rub violently against the ground, emitting a sharp and piercing 

sound that made people’s scalps tingle. 

SQUEAK–! 

The three cars backed up at the same time, quickly pulling away from the members of the East Sea 

Gang. 

Immediately, the doors of those three cars suddenly opened, and just as the cars stopped, the people 

inside quickly scurried out, running towards the East Sea Gang members in front of them from both 

sides respectively. 

“Bang! Bang! Bang!” 

The sound of gunshots suddenly rang out, and Ji Feng suddenly looked aghast. He looked carefully and 

instantly found that several members of the Dragon Tiger Gang who had gotten out of the car were 

using the car door as a cover and raising their guns to shoot. 

Ji Feng could not help but secretly say, “Highly intelligent! 

There was no one from the three cars of the Dragon Tiger Gang in front of him, so all those standing on 

the ground were members of the East China Sea Gang, so there was no need to aim at all at this point, 

as long as they raised their guns and shot, they didn’t have to worry about hurting their own people. 



As a matter of fact, as soon as the men from the Dragon Tiger Gang opened fire, those from the East 

China Sea Gang could not help but give a start and immediately spread out or hide behind the car to 

prevent themselves from being shot at. 

The scene turned into a confrontation between the two sides, while at this time, the low roar of an 

engine came from the distant highway. 

Ji Feng quietly watched the scene in front of him, but did not act in a hurry. 

Ji Feng was not interested in knowing who won or lost between the East Sea Gang and the Dragon Tiger 

Gang, what he was most concerned about was Xu Long’s trail. 

Because the trees were obscuring him, so Ji Feng could not see clearly, he simply got out of the car and 

silently felt his way towards the three cars in the middle of the road. 

“Father, what do we do?!” Inside the car, Xu Chao’s face was gloomy as he asked in a low voice. 

But Xu Long’s face was gloomy and uncertain as he gritted his teeth and cursed, “This bitch Su Yayun, 

she actually joined hands with the Zhou family and gave me a bite at such a critical moment …… I should 

have known that I should have just done away with her in the first place!” 

Butler Xu in the passenger seat couldn’t help but say, “Master, now is not the time to talk about this 

either, what should we do? Su Yayun and the others will be coming after us soon.” 

“What’s there to be afraid of!” 

Xu Long glared, and after a pause, he suddenly looked back at the lights in the distance and immediately 

said, “You two grab your things, let’s get out of the car and go.” 

“Get out of the car and go?” Both Xu Chao and Housekeeper Xu couldn’t help but stare. 

“Cut the crap and move quickly!” Xu Long shouted lowly, picked up the intercom in the car and ordered 

a few words, then took the lead and got out of the car, Xu Chao and the two of them hurriedly followed. 

Afterwards, Xu Long’s bodyguards and several other hall bosses also quietly got out of the car. 

Under the cover of the night, these people silently arrived at the pit trenches by the roadside and 

gathered together secretly. 

“Brother, what the hell is going on here?” A man asked sharply, “How come we seem to be running 

away?” 

“Has that woman Su Ya Yun eaten the nerve of a leopard and dared to attack our headquarters 

directly?” Another man also asked. 

“Brothers, Su Ya Yun has joined hands with the Zhou family to swallow our Dragon Tiger Gang, that’s 

why she dared to bring people to directly attack our headquarters!” 

Xu Long’s face was downcast, his gaze flickered indefinitely as he said conspiratorially, “Brothers, it’s too 

late to talk about this now, we are about to be trapped here anyway, the situation is very critical, so I 

suggest we each break out, no matter how many we can escape, we have to go back to regroup our men 

and take revenge for the other brothers!” 



“Brother ……” Some people were immediately anxious and just wanted to express a couple of words of 

loyalty when they were interrupted by Xu Long. 

“Listen to me first brothers, in my private safe at home, I have prepared a large sum of money, that is 

prepared for emergencies, so the brothers who escaped back don’t need to rush, with that money, you 

can definitely finish off that woman Su Ya Yun!” Xu Long said conspiratorially, “This time it was us who 

were unprepared, so we suffered a big loss, but the bottom of our Dragon Tiger Gang is still there, no 

one will be able to bring us down!” 

“Remember, the code is the day our Dragon Tiger Gang was founded!” Xu Long gave a final exhortation 

and then swung his hand, “Brothers, take care!” 

“Brother take care!” A few others then said no more and quickly left. By Xu Long’s side, there were only 

Xu Butler and his son, Xu Chao, as well as the third brother bodyguard, a total of six people left. 

Looking at the backs of those people leaving, Xu Long laughed grimly and silently. 

Xu Chao, however, secretly wondered, the safe at home had been emptied by his father, where was 

there any money left? 

“Brothers, take care of yourselves ……” Xu Long whispered imperceptibly, and then shouted, “Go!” 

Both Xu Butler and Xu Chao had two briefcases in their hands, each carrying two briefcases, and 

followed closely behind Xu Long, with their bodyguards opening the way in front of them, in the 

wilderness by the roadside, ready to leave quietly. 

Bang Bang Bang Bang …… 

Just then, the sound of gunfire suddenly came from not far away, followed by several screams and fierce 

shouts of killing. 

A few people subconsciously looked back, but found that the road was already brightly lit, with the 

headlights of a dozen cars shining strongly on that stretch of road, and on top of each car, two men with 

guns were standing, firing at those who had fled. Others, meanwhile, were surrounding them. 

Both Steward Xu and Xu Chao could not help but suck in a breath of cold air, this was so close! 

Those who were being chased or blocked were all from their Dragon Tiger Gang, they saw it for real, 

there were a few hall bosses who were shot directly in the process of escaping, and they didn’t know if 

they were dead or alive! 

“Go!” 

Xu Long said in a low voice, his voice unusually smooth, seemingly unaffected by the scene just now at 

all. 

In a flash, Xu Chao suddenly understood, his hands and feet instantly went cold, and his heart couldn’t 

help but tighten. 



It turned out that from the very beginning, his father had intended to let the bosses of those few halls 

and their bodyguards to attract the attention of the members of the East Sea Gang, they were just 

cannon fodder …… 

When he understood this, Xu Chao’s original foolish thoughts instantly became incomparably honest, no 

longer daring to think wildly, but only following closely behind his father, fleeing silently in the 

wilderness. 

At this moment, even Ji Feng, who saw this whole process from a short distance away, could not help 

but secretly exclaim, how ruthless! 

If we talk about the brothers of the Dragon Tiger Gang, they had been friends with Xu Long for so many 

years, but at this moment, he did not hesitate to let them become scapegoats, without even blinking an 

eye! 

A kingpin! 

Ji Feng could only use two words to evaluate him. 

After glancing back at Su Yayun and the others who had already taken control of the situation, Ji Feng 

quickly followed Xu Long and the others upstairs in the direction they had left. 

Ji Feng was not in a hurry to catch up with Xu Long right away, he had just seen very clearly that Xu 

Long’s three bodyguards were holding guns in their hands, but Ji Feng was not a superhuman who was 

invulnerable to swords and guns, so he had to see the right moment to strike. 

The only way to do this is to put yourself in danger, not to choose a better way, and that is not heroic, 

but heroic! 

So, Ji Feng was trailing Xu Long and the others in the darkness, following silently, and the figures of 

several people soon disappeared into the darkness. 

At this time, on the road, it was a different scene. 

Su Yayun had already stepped down from the car, looking at those fighters of the Dragon Tiger Gang 

who had basically been restrained, not only was she not the least bit happy, but she was a little anxious 

and restless. 

“Where’s Xu Long?” Su Yayun’s gaze kept sweeping over those members of the Dragon Tiger Gang, but 

she did not see that figure she wanted to see, and was immediately disturbed in her heart, “Where is 

that old dog of Xu Long’s? And that old lapdog of his, and his son …… Where is everyone?” 

Her heart was sinking, and the uneasiness in her heart was getting stronger and stronger. 

Could it be that Xu Long, his son and the others had really run away, just as she had predicted the worst 

before? 
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As she watched more and more members of the Dragon Tiger Gang being subdued, but Xu Long and the 

others were nowhere to be seen, Su Ya Yun’s heart was sinking, and the uneasiness in her heart was 

getting stronger and stronger. 

Could it be that Xu Long, his son and the others had really run away, just like the worst outcome she had 

predicted before? 

“Go over and take a look!” Su Ya Yun took off her scarf and threw it on the car at any time, then walked 

towards the group of Dragon Tiger Gang members with big steps, her face was thick with hatred, as she 

walked with big steps, her sleeves also started to be pulled up, just these few simple actions made the 

aura on her body change from a flirtatious and alluring one, to a competent and valiant strong woman 

style in an instant. 

“Big Sister!” 

Liao Qichang and Zhao Yafan next to her exclaimed in shock, before they could react, Su Yayun had 

already run to the front. 

“What are you still waiting for, hurry up and chase after her and drag Big Sister back!” Zhao Yafan roared 

lowly and hurriedly ran over in big strides, trying to drag Su Yayun back, but surprisingly failed to catch 

up for a while. 

Liao Qichang couldn’t help but stare, and then, he also quickly ran over, “Big Sister, it’s dangerous 

ahead, it’s not too late to wait until it’s pacified!” 

Su Yayun, however, turned a deaf ear to this, she would not be willing to do anything until she saw Xu 

Long and the others with her own eyes. 

Hoo~! 

At this moment, a member of the Dragon Tiger Gang suddenly rushed over next to her and ruthlessly 

slammed a stick down towards Su Yayun’s head. 

“Be careful!” Liao Qichang and Zhao Yafan yelled at the same time. Although they wanted to go forward 

to help, they were still a few steps away from Su Yayun, so it was too late for them to help. 

In a flash, Su Yayun’s eyes suddenly flashed with a cold light, and she turned around with a sudden jerk, 

staggering her feet so that the wooden stick brushed the edge of her shoulder. 

The next moment, Su Yayun’s kick had already been kicked out, hitting that hitter squarely in the jaw. 

Bang~~! 

The assailant received such a heavy blow and instantly fell onto his back, falling to the ground in a heap, 

his body twitching a few times and passing out directly. 

Both Liao Qichang and Zhao Yafan could not help but be shocked, and both of them could not help but 

show a shocked look in their eyes, subconsciously glancing at each other and saying at the same time, 

“How did Big Sister’s skills become so powerful?” 



At this time, Su Yayun had already picked up the wooden stick that the fighter had dropped from the 

ground and carried it forward with big steps, while shouting, “Xu Long, get out!” 

But apart from the loud shouts from the scene, no one responded to her. 

Su Yayun’s face became extremely ugly as she bit her lips tightly, a cold chill flashing through her 

beautiful eyes as she swept her gaze over everyone at the scene, but still no sign of Xu Long’s figure. 

Under the faint light of the street lamp, Su Ya Yun’s face turned blue. 

At this time, Xu Yuan, who was sitting in the car in the woods across the road, was blushing dramatically 

after seeing the imposing Su Yayun. 

“Little, little ……” Xu Yuan murmured softly, but could not say a complete sentence. 

“Xu Yuan, are you, are you alright?” Zhou Fei Fei, who was sitting next to her, asked in a low voice, she 

naturally knew in her heart why Xu Yuan was agitated, and she had already heard about the relationship 

between Xu Yuan and Su Yayun, but at this moment, she did not know what to say, after all, this was Xu 

Yuan’s family matter, moreover, between Xu Yuan and Su Yayun, whether the relationship was good or 

bad, she did not know either. 

“I’m fine!” Xu Yuan forced a smile and shook her head slightly. 

“I never thought she was so good at kung fu!” Zhou Fei Fei couldn’t help but say. That hand of Su Yayun 

just now was just too amazing, a woman could also have such powerful kung fu, making Zhou Fei Fei 

envious. 

“Before, she wasn’t this powerful ……” Xu Yuan’s beautiful eyes showed a hint of reminiscence. 

As for Ji Yuhui, who was in the other car, she could not help but secretly admire, “Beautiful body, very 

impressive!” 

However, no matter how much she was praised, Su Ya Yun was in an extremely bad mood at this 

moment. Her beautiful eyes were all ice-cold, and her gaze filled with strong hatred swept over those 

members of the Dragon Tiger Gang, and when she saw that they had all been restrained, she carefully 

checked them again. 

In the end, Su Yayun still found nothing, and did not find Xu Long and the others. 

“Tie up all these people, the rest of you, search privately, no matter what method you use, you must 

find Xu Long and the others!” Su Yayun clenched her silver teeth and said in an angry voice. 

“Yes!” 

Everyone boomed in response. 

“Everyone divide into five teams, search along both sides of the highway, be fast, the road is not easy to 

walk at night, those people won’t run too far!” Liao Qichang bellowed. 

“Yes!” 

Liao Qichang waved his hand, “Follow me with a team!” 



Looking at Liao Qichang searching around with dozens of his men, Su Yayun couldn’t help but say in a 

hateful voice, “If we can’t catch that old dog Xu Long, even if we annexed the Dragon Tiger Gang, it 

would be like throwing away all our efforts!” 

Zhao Yafan whispered next to her, “Big Sister, don’t worry, Qi Chang has already led his men to search 

for him, I believe it won’t take long to get results, that old dog Xu Long has done so many bad things, he 

will definitely not be able to escape in the end, don’t worry! God will always have retribution!” 

“What more talk of retribution!” 

Su Yayun couldn’t help but shake her head and sighed softly, “If there was retribution, there would have 

been it ten years ago, but Xu Long, that old dog, has lived for ten years, and is living more than anyone 

else. We have planned for so long and carried out so many attacks against him, yet he is still at large and 

nothing can be done to him at all ……” 

“Isn’t he getting his comeuppance now?” Zhao Yafan said, “Big Sister, Xu Long is ambitious, in the past 

when he was in the East China Sea Gang, he was determined to be the boss himself, but now, he has lost 

all this that he most hoped to have, isn’t this the greatest retribution? This is even harder for him than 

killing him!” 

“Hmph!” 

Su Yayun sneered, “I won’t let him off so cheaply! Killing my father and forcing my sister to disappear, I 

suspect she has also …… Two lives of my Su family are in Xu Long’s hands, as well as the blood of so 

many brothers of the former East Sea Gang, all caused by Xu Long, so how can I let him off!” 

Zhao Yafan nodded and said, “Don’t worry big sister, later on when Qi Chang gets him back, do whatever 

you want with him! And Xu Long’s youngest son, Xu Shuai, isn’t he still in the hands of the Zhou family 

and that young Ji? Once the Dragon Tiger Gang is destroyed, it’s useless for them to want Xu Shuai, he 

should be handed over to us to deal with by then.” 

“That’s right!” 

Su Yayun said in a hateful voice, “That old dog Xu Long is a brute, and his sons are no good either, and 

those two sons of his have done a lot of bad things over the years! Even if we kill them, it’s not a 

wrongdoing!” 

Speaking here, Su Ya Yun suddenly gave a beat: “By the way, how come we don’t see that Ji Shao and 

the Zhou family?” 

“Big Sister!” 

Just then, someone suddenly called out from the west side of the road, Su Yayun and Zhao Yafan 

immediately turned their heads to look, only to see several of their men on alert, while Zhou Fei Fei and 

the others were walking quickly. 

“It’s one of our own, let them come over!” Zhao Yafan immediately said, and only then did those few 

men let them go. 



“Sister Ya Yun, I saw it just now, what a beautiful figure!” Zhou Fei Fei and the others walked over 

quickly, she praised with a smile, “It was too dark, to prevent misunderstanding between the two sides, 

that’s why we didn’t interfere with what happened just now, please understand sister!” 

Although the failure to find Xu Long made Su Ya Yun’s heart very uneasy, she did not show it, but smiled 

and said, “Fei Fei where are you talking about, for you guys to come is already a great help to me …… 

How come I don’t see Ji Shao?” 

“Ji Shao?” 

Zhou Fei Fei was stunned, and then said, “Just now, Ji Shao was still in the car, but ……” 

“He probably went to chase after the ones who ran away!” Xu Yuan suddenly interrupted Zhou Fei Fei’s 

words and spoke. 

Su Yayun immediately frowned slightly, “This is ……” 

“I… My surname is Xu!” Xu Yuan’s voice was a little hesitant, but she still simply said her surname. 

“So it’s Miss Xu, you just said that Ji Shao went after the one who ran away, do you know who it was 

that ran away?” Su Yayun glanced at Xu Yuan and felt that something looked familiar, but she couldn’t 

remember where she had seen her before for a while, so she didn’t care. What she was most concerned 

about now was where that old dog Xu Long really was. 

“I don’t know who exactly I’m chasing, but the person who can make our boss go after him will definitely 

not be a minor character.” Xu Yuan said, “I reckon that it might be that brute Xu Long, too.” 

“Miss Xu also hates Xu Long?” Su Yayun was stunned, and immediately, she furrowed her eyebrows 

tightly and said, “The boss you’re talking about is …… Ji Shao? He went after it alone? This is too …… Xu 

Long is not only very strong in kung fu himself, but the three bodyguards around him are even more 

powerful, and one of them was hired from the underground black circle, so even if Ji Shao had caught up 

with them alone, how could …… How come he didn’t bring that bodyguard of his with him!” 

“Su, Mr. Su, just don’t worry, just those few people from Xu Long are definitely not a match for our 

boss!” Xu Yuan said, her heart is more or less worried, those people have guns in their hands, just now 

just hearing the sound of gunshots she was already terrified, but the boss is alone to chase over, will …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

Don’t be a fat man with a swollen face again, when the time comes if Xu Long runs away …… 

The first thing you can do is to send someone after you, but you don’t know which direction Ji Feng has 

gone, so you can only wait patiently! 

For a while, there were no more sounds on the road other than the groans of the members of the 

Dragon Tiger Gang. 

Xu Yuan was not in the mood to talk much because she was worried about Ji Feng, while Su Yayun also 

did not want to talk because she was concerned about Xu Long’s whereabouts, and as for Zhou Fei Fei 

and Ji Yu Yue, they did not dare to say anything more. 



If in case of a slip of the tongue …… 

The two of them are extremely smart women and naturally know what to do and what not to do at this 

time! 

And at this time, Su Yayun was the one who suddenly asked, “Miss Xu, have we met before?” 

Looking at Xu Yuan, Su Ya Yun always had a feeling of déjà vu! 
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And at this time, Su Yayun was the one who suddenly asked, “Miss Xu, have we met before?” 

Looking at Xu Yuan, Su Yayun always had a feeling of déjà vu! 

Xu Yuan’s delicate body suddenly shook, her face slightly changed, and a panicked look flashed across 

her eyes, “Have I, have I? Mr. Su is probably blind, right? I’ve always been in Jiangzhou, I haven’t been to 

Hangzhou!” 

Su Yayun nodded slightly, although in her heart she felt that Xu Yuan’s reaction was a bit strange, she 

didn’t have the heart to care about that now, she just scanned the surroundings from time to time, 

anxiously waiting for the news from her men. 

“Sister Ya Yun, I think we’d better not stand here, let’s go wait in the car!” Zhou Fei Fei said. 

According to reason, it was more or less inappropriate for someone of her status to personally come to 

this fight between the Dragon Tiger Gang and the East Sea Gang. Because once it was known, it would 

easily be misunderstood that the Zhou family had any involvement with the Dao. 

But in fact, this all-round fight against the Dragon Tiger Gang and the Flying Dragon Group, which was 

enough to be called a feat, was indeed done by the Zhou family in conjunction with the East Sea Gang, 

and moreover, the East Sea Gang still belonged to the side that did the hard work, so Fei Fei Zhou could 

not leave it alone in any case, so it would be unjustifiable not to come out and say hello. 

“Big Sister, it’s useless to just stay here and be anxious, it’s better to sit in the car and wait.” Zhao Yafan 

also whispered beside her to console her. 

“It’s better!” 

Su Yayun hesitated for a moment and finally nodded, saying, “Fei Fei, now that the situation has been 

settled over here, you guys should go back first, staying here all the time is ultimately a bit 

inconvenient!” 

Zhou Fei Fei could not help but blush slightly, of course she could hear the meaning of Su Yayun’s words, 

Su Yayun had seen through her mind. 

She couldn’t help but be astonished that Su Ya Yun was able to take control of the East Sea Gang, and on 

the weaker side, she had actually been able to fight against the Dragon Tiger Gang led by Xu Long for ten 

years. Originally, Zhou Fei Fei thought that this was because Su Ya Yun was particularly good at fighting, 

plus she had the assistance of Zhao Yafan and a few veterans of the East Sea Gang by her side. 



But now it seems that this woman’s mind is really not simple, and moreover, her words are sharp 

enough. 

However, even so, Zhou Fei Fei did not say much. 

The two sides were supposed to be working together, only to deal with a common enemy, and that was 

Xu Long! 

The two people or rather the two sides’ cooperation, or Ji Feng in the middle insisted to facilitate, 

although Su Yayun did not know, but Zhou Fei Fei is aware of the inside story, in fact, from the 

beginning, Zhou Fei Fei did not intend to cooperate with Su Yayun, because she did not want to get 

involved with the people of the Dao. 

The fact is, from the beginning, Zhou Fei Fei did not intend to cooperate with Su Ya Yun because she did 

not want to get involved with the Taoists. According to Zhou Fei Fei’s idea, just using the official power 

and the power of her Zhou family would be enough to bring down the Flying Dragon Group, and as for 

the Dragon Tiger Gang, it would be enough to use the police directly, so there was no need to let the 

Donghai Gang interfere. 

But since Ji Feng had proposed the idea, at this juncture of cooperation, Zhou Fei Fei was not in a 

position to refuse, not to mention that she was happy to see that the matter could be settled without 

using the Zhou family’s network. 

More importantly, she wanted to maintain a friendly relationship with Ji Feng! 

Therefore, Zhou Fei Fei agreed to Ji Feng’s proposal to cooperate with the East China Sea Gang. 

But now that the Dragon Tiger Gang and the Flying Dragon Group were finished, then there was no need 

to continue the cooperation between the Zhou family and the East China Sea Gang. 

In fact, there was another reason why Fei Fei Zhou would pay such little attention to the East Sea Gang 

that could not be ignored. That is, the Zhou family, in secret, actually has a certain amount of power, but 

it is just hidden deeper and will not be used easily. 

In fact, if you think about it, with the Zhou family’s current power and status, I don’t know how many 

people want to climb up to them in the hope of getting a mouthful of soup, in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, the 

Zhou family is a golden golden mountain, who doesn’t want to climb up to them? How could anyone 

possibly have a problem with the Zhou family? 

Only a person like Xu Shuai would think that the Zhou family was just a pure businessman! 

However, this verbal exchange between Su Yayun and Zhou Fei Fei was just a touch and go, and there 

would be nothing substantial at all. 

Both sides are smart people, so naturally they will not rashly evolve from an originally cooperative 

relationship into a conflict with each other, which is not in line with the interests of both sides, and no 

one will go and do something against themselves for no reason at all. 

The Zhou family’s energy in Jiangsu and Zhejiang is naturally clear to Su Yayun, so she will never rashly 

invite disaster to the East China Sea Gang just because of a moment of indignation. 



Zhou Fei Fei, on the other hand, understood very well that the relationship between Ji Feng and Xu Yuan 

was definitely not like the friend relationship Xu Yuan had described, which she could still see. Su Yayun 

is also Xu Yuan’s sister-in-law, and Ji Feng himself knows this layer of relationship, so it is still very 

necessary to maintain friendship with Su Yayun on the surface. 

The two sides went back to their respective cars, and this little unpleasantness seemed to have passed. 

Back in the car, Xu Yuan did not say a word, her face could not help but look a little sad, remembering 

what her biological father had done, her heart was both guilty and filled with a strong sense of hatred. 

On the other side, Su Yayun’s face was similarly somewhat unpleasant, and as she watched Zhou Fei Fei 

and the others walk into the woods again, she couldn’t help but snort coldly. 

“Big Sister, this Miss Zhou, seems to be using our East Sea Gang as hard labour, now that the Dragon 

Tiger Gang and the Flying Dragon Group have been destroyed, her attitude has changed!” Zhao Yafan 

frowned slightly and said in a low voice. 

Su Yayun’s head shook lightly, “This time even if she wants us to be free fighters, I’ll do it willingly 

because we’re dealing with that old dog Xu Long!” 

Zhao Yafan then nodded slightly, he was just reminding Su Yayun, seeing that Su Yayun understood, he 

naturally didn’t need to say anything more. 

“There’s still no news from Qichang? What the hell is going on, how can so many people let that old dog 

Xu Long get away!” Seeing that ten minutes had passed and there was no news at all from the people 

who had chased them out, and certainly no news from Xu Long, Su Yayun couldn’t help but get a little 

annoyed. 

Zhao Yafan also frowned slightly, but still said comfortingly, “Big Sister, don’t be anxious, in this 

darkness, Xu Long must not be far away, besides, didn’t that young Ji already chased after him? I believe 

there should be no problem!” 

“What I’m worried about is that Ji Shao!” Su Yayun couldn’t help but hum, “You saw that day at dinner, 

how arrogant that kid is, with his big frame, those who don’t know think he’s tz!” 

Zhao Yafan couldn’t help but laugh lightly, “Big Sister, if you’re so annoying, why are you still worried 

about him?” 

“Who’s worried about her!” Su Yayun said, “What I’m worried about is that he doesn’t know what’s 

good for him, he’s not capable of anything, but he has to go after Xu Long and the others by himself. 

“Inviting disaster?” Zhao Yafan was stunned. 

“Although that kid’s big frame is annoying, but think about it, can an average person have such a 

powerful bodyguard around him?” Su Yayun said, “If you look at how Fei Fei Zhou is all soft-spoken to 

him, you can tell that he must not be an ordinary person, maybe he’s really something.” 

“Big Sister, I understand what you mean.” Zhao Yafan suddenly understood, “If something happens to 

that young Ji because of us, when the time comes his family will blame us, is that right?” 



“That’s right, that’s what I’m worried about!” Su Yayun couldn’t help but shake her head and 

complained, “This kid is really something, he has to show off, Xu Long is so powerful and there are so 

many of them, just his one person can be Xu Long’s opponent?” 

Zhao Yafan also couldn’t help but sigh lightly, “Big Sister, it’s useless to say anything now, we don’t know 

which direction Xu Long actually ran off to, we can only wait slowly.” 

“What else can we do!” Su Yayun extremely depressed sitting in the car, the day when we had dinner 

together, that Ji Shao that big grin, until now only know his name Ji Shao, do not even know his name 

…… Really young master temper, young master frame! 

“Bang! Bang!” 

Just at this time, a few gunshots suddenly came from the distance, which could be heard very clearly in 

this silent dark night. 

Su Yayun immediately frowned and looked towards the east, “It’s the east …… It might be Xu Long, Yafan 

you stay in the car, I’ll go over!” 

“Big Sister!” Zhao Yafan immediately tried to persuade. 

“This is an order!” Su Yayun immediately shouted lowly, and the person had already gotten out of the 

car and ran quickly towards the east. 

“This big sister …… still has the same temper!” Zhao Yafan let out a bitter laugh while instructing the two 

men standing outside, “Hurry up and follow her to protect big sister, if she loses a single hair, you two 

don’t have to come back!” 

“Yes!” The two men were so frightened that they hurriedly ran wildly and followed them. 

…… 

“Come out! Get the hell out!” A hint of gunpowder filled the empty wilderness, while a deliberately 

suppressed low roar, with a hint of fear, came out. 

If someone who was familiar with it heard it, he would have immediately heard that the owner of this 

voice was no other than the boss of the Dragon Tiger Gang who had fled earlier, Xu Long! 

In the darkness, Xu Long’s original group of six people were now left with only four figures. 

These four were leaning closely together, fleeing quickly towards the east while vigilantly scanning the 

surroundings from time to time. 

“Father, this is already the second one, the second one!” Xu Chao’s voice was trembling a little. 

“Keep your mouth shut, be careful and on guard, go!” Xu Long gasped and said in a low voice. 

Fear filled the hearts of all four men as they stumbled and ran in the darkness, and even with all this 

tension, they still felt chills all over their bodies. 

It was just too bizarre! 



Just a moment ago, a black shadow flashed sharply, and one of the bodyguards went limp, without even 

making a sound, and just collapsed limply. 

The remaining five men knew at once that someone must be coming after them, and they immediately 

guarded themselves carefully. 

However, another gust of wind suddenly blew by, and another bodyguard fell straight down with a 

muffled cry. 

Other than that, Xu Long and the others actually did not see any silhouettes. 

Fear, began to spread in their hearts! 
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“Go! Hurry up and go!” 

In the darkness of the night, Xu Long and the four of them ran for their lives in the wilderness, almost to 

the point of not caring. 

By now, they had come to know that today’s events were too bizarre, so bizarre that they were simply 

beyond their ability to resist. 

Xu Long had been a tough man all his life, and his hands had been stained with the blood of many 

people, some of whom were even his former brothers, but they had also died at his hands, so it should 

be said that his character was incomparably fierce. 

Now, however, Xu Long was also afraid. 

What he had encountered this evening was really beyond his imagination. 

As far as he knew, I was afraid that no one had ever been able to kill two of his bodyguards unknowingly 

without a sound, especially while the four of them were watching! 

Unless …… Unless it was an evil spirit! 

To put it mildly, unless one is a deranged madman, I am afraid there is no one in this world who is all 

about vicious madness. The ruthlessness and the stoic and poisonous character of Xu Long are only tools 

to achieve his ambition, but in reality, he himself could not be more sober. 

Everything he did was for a purpose, that is to say, he did it all in a conscious state. 

Such people are not fearless, they have people or things to fear in their hearts. 

Xu Long is also like this, he also has something to fear, and that is retribution! 

What happened tonight made him think, almost subconsciously, that this must be retribution, 

retribution for what he had done in the past! 

However, subconsciously, he forced himself not to believe in any bullshit retribution. 



Xu Long’s mind was racing, his brain was spinning at this moment, this must be an expert, an expert 

from the East China Sea Gang, coming to take his life. 

But even with this thought, he was still afraid. 

Silent and silent, once targeted, there was no way to get out of it, except to die. 

This unknown danger was all around him, and it was gradually approaching, not knowing when it would 

suddenly appear and take his life. 

Even Xu Long, who had been a fierce and domineering man for half his life, was terrified when he 

encountered such a situation and knew only to run for his life, no matter what. 

Even Xu Long, who was a fierce and vicious man by nature, was scared to death, let alone others. Xu 

Chao, Xu Long’s eldest son, was already so scared that his legs were weak. If he hadn’t followed the old 

butler closely, he would have fallen to the ground, so how could he have had the strength to run away? 

And the last remaining bodyguard was even worse. 

It was the cold winter time when the New Year was about to be celebrated, and there was always a cold 

wind blowing in the wilderness from time to time. However, perhaps because he was frightened by the 

death of his two companions earlier, whenever a cold wind blew by, he would always instinctively 

shriek, thinking that it was another attack like the last time his companions were killed! 

“Ah…!” 

Another gust of cold wind blew by, and the bodyguard immediately let out another shriek, and his whole 

body stumbled and fell headlong to the ground with a weakness in his feet. 

“Damn it!” 

Xu Long roared, “Just know how to scream, this will only expose us!” 

He jerked to a halt, raised his hand and aimed at the direction where the bodyguard had fallen, and 

pulled the trigger of his pistol straight away. 

Bang Bang Bang! 

Three consecutive gunshots rang out, accompanied by harsh screams, and the bodyguard was directly 

killed by Xu Long! 

After killing the bodyguard who had been screaming in shock, Xu Long didn’t make a sound in the 

darkness and calmly said, “Xu Chao, Xu Butler, don’t make any sound, let’s run towards the light in front 

of us, we must escape from this wilderness as soon as possible, go!” 

“Yes!” 

Xu Chao and Housekeeper Xu replied in a low voice and lifted their feet to follow. 

“Wh-!” Another gust of cold wind blew by. 

“Master!” Housekeeper Xu immediately shrieked in alarm, the voice containing a strong sense of 

consternation and fear. 



Xu Long was instantly furious and growled in a low voice, “Bastard! Didn’t I tell you not to make a 

sound? Why are you shouting? You think your life is too long!” 

“Old, old master ……” Butler Xu was so frightened that he couldn’t even say a word, he shrieked, “Young, 

young master, it’s young master!” 

“Go!” Xu Long roared angrily, and as he spoke, he didn’t stop at all, but only after running a few more 

steps did he suddenly realize that when Butler Xu had spoken just now, he seemed to be several meters 

away …… 

Xu Long suddenly turned back and a piercing chill rose from his tailbone, rising along his spine in the 

blink of an eye and finally exploding at the top of his head. 

In a flash, a thick fear swept through Xu Long’s entire body, causing him to tremble involuntarily. 

…… Behind him, there was actually nothing left! 

The original several of them fled together, although it was extremely dark because it was in the cold 

winter and cloudy, but people in the wilderness for a long time, eyes adapted to the darkness, more or 

less can still see some faint shadows, unless there is no light at all, otherwise, there is no such thing as 

reaching out and not seeing five fingers. 

So, although Xu Long could not see clearly before, he could at least see the figures of his son and 

Housekeeper Xu. 

But now, he couldn’t see anything at all …… There was nothing left! 

A thick fear instantly surrounded Xu Long. 

“Huff~~huff~~” Xu Long was gasping for breath at a distance, his voice getting louder and louder, an 

emotion called despair began to invade his body and mind, if there was light at this time, one would 

have noticed that Xu Long’s face had long since turned pale, his eyes carried despair and fear, and his 

body was trembling all over. 

In fact, apart from fear, Xu Long had also become desperate. 

Not because of anything else, but because of the sudden ‘disappearance’ of Xu Chao and Housekeeper 

Xu. The reason for this lay in the fact that Xu Chao and Xu Butler were carrying several boxes in their 

hands, which were the only capital he had left, Xu Long! 

Now that the two of them have disappeared, Xu Long is left as a naked commander, not only to face the 

evil hand that hides in the shadows and does not know whether it is a man or a ghost, but also to face 

the impending predicament. He knew that even if he escaped, he feared that he would have no chance 

of rising again from the east, and that he was now left with nothing. 

“Huff~~huff~~” Xu Long panted violently, he stood in place for a moment and didn’t even see anyone 

coming to deal with him, yet, he was not happy at all. 

“Son of a bitch!” 



Xu Long stood in the wilderness and roared hysterically to the sky, “Come out, come out for me! Is it a 

man or a ghost!” 

Bang, bang, bang, bang! 

Xu Long frantically pulled the trigger and kept firing in all directions, but there was no sound other than 

the sound of gunfire in the open wilderness. 

The lights were still flickering in the distance, that was very far into the city, and in between, there was 

nothing. 

It was an extremely bizarre sight, a cold wind howling in the darkness, and otherwise all silence, but 

from time to time there were harsh screams and hysterical roars, followed by the sound of gunfire …… 

Click! Click! Click …… 

Xu Long was still firing frantically, but the magazine had long since run out of bullets, yet he seemed to 

be oblivious to the fact that he was still pulling the trigger frantically. 

“Bastard-” Xu Long shouted hysterically, as if he were crazy. 

“Come out if you have the guts, what kind of a man is hiding!” 

“I, Xu Long, am the leader of the Dragon Tiger Gang, I’ve never been afraid of anyone …… Get out!” 

A shout, as well as a roar of anger, kept coming out of Xu Long’s mouth, showing how frightened, 

panicked and desperate he was inside! 

“Hahaha …… Hahahahahaha ……” After cursing and roaring for half a day, there was no sound, only the 

whistling wind, Xu Long was really a bit desperate, “I never thought that I, Xu Long, would have this day, 

I never thought that!” 

“When you killed your father-in-law and forced your wife to die, you should have known that this day 

would come sooner or later!” An abrupt voice suddenly sounded behind Xu Long’s back. 

“Who!” 

Xu Long shouted violently and turned around violently, but found no one. 

Ka! 

He couldn’t help but give a jolt and quickly changed his magazine, scanning around alertly, but still didn’t 

find anyone. 

“You should have died a long time ago!” That voice from earlier rang out abruptly again, only, it was so 

abrupt that no matter which direction Xu Long turned, the voice rang out behind him, “But I promised 

that I would hand you over to someone who would dispose of you herself, so you are lucky to still be 

alive!” 

Boom! 

Xu Long’s body suddenly shook and his eyes instantly widened, “It’s you! You’re that little brute!” 



“Killing your own father-in-law and wife, and nearly killing your own daughter, you’re the beast!” The 

voice snorted coldly, “Old dog, it’s time to finish!” 

“Ah!” 

Xu Long was instantly shocked, “No ……” 

His voice ended abruptly, and he only felt a heavy blow to the back of his head before he fell to the 

ground with a black eye! 

When Xu Long fell, a tall figure, right behind him, appeared, this person was no other than Ji Feng, who 

had been trailing behind him. 

Along the way, as Xu Long and the others had guns in their hands, Ji Feng did not rush to strike in order 

to avoid accidental injury, but followed behind them all the time. 

This darkness might be an obstacle or a cover in the eyes of Xu Long and the others, but to Ji Feng, it was 

no different from daytime. 

The bio-current was not only useful for this purpose. 

In the process of following Xu Long and the others, Ji Feng took the method of hitting them one by one, 

knocking them all out one by one. Of course, the last bodyguard, however, was dead, and he was shot 

by Xu Long directly, a very wrongful death! 

Looking at Xu Long, who was lying unconscious on the ground, the cold light in Ji Feng’s eyes flashed: 

“Old dog, if you come out to be a gangster, you always have to pay back! The debt you owe, you have to 

pay it back today!” 

Chapter 840 

When the bio-current was applied to his eyes, the dark night was like daylight, and it did not cause any 

obstacle to Ji Feng’s vision at all. 

Since the third stage of the gymnastics exercise, the bio-current in Ji Feng’s body has been greatly 

strengthened, just like the true qi in the bodies of martial arts masters in those martial arts novels. 

Thanks to this, all of Ji Feng’s abilities had made great strides, the most obvious of which were his speed, 

attack power, and his six senses. 

Apart from his physical strength, which was not too great, his other abilities showed an all-round 

improvement, especially his six senses, which were a world away from the previous ones. 

The so-called six senses are the eye sense, ear sense, nose sense, tongue sense, body sense and 

consciousness. They are also commonly known as the senses of sight, hearing, smell, touch and so on. 

For this sixth sense of consciousness, according to Ji Feng’s understanding, it should be a manifestation 

of divine wisdom, or rather, a manifestation of wisdom. 

And vision, like several other senses, had been greatly enhanced. 



Thus, when the bio-current acted on his eyes, in the darkness of the night his vision could almost see 

things that were unexpectedly a couple of hundred metres too. 

In his field of vision, every hundred metres or so, a man would pass out and lie limp on the ground. 

Ji Feng carried Xu Long in one hand and walked back with big strides. Every other distance, he came 

across a fainted man, and he simply tied them up with their belts, linking them together and carrying 

them on his shoulders. 

All the way until, after walking some distance, Ji Feng was already carrying Xu Long’s father and son, as 

well as the three Xu housekeepers, on his shoulders. 

As for the three bodyguards, Ji Feng did not intend to bother with them for the time being. 

On the other hand, one of the three bodyguards had been shot dead by Xu Long, and the other two 

were not important, but they must have done a lot of evil deeds following Xu Long, so it was the 

greatest gift for Ji Feng not to kill them. 

People like this kind of people who worked for the tiger, it was no pity to die. 

Ji Feng carried these three men and walked quickly in the dark towards the highway. However, just then, 

a low voice came from the front: “Quick, it’s just ahead! Be careful …… Dead or alive ……” 

He was stunned and immediately let his eyes look, and saw seven or eight figures running quickly this 

way. 

Ji Feng immediately recognized that the one running at the front was the scar face who was tied up by 

Liu Zejun when he was eating with Su Yayun, who had his arms removed. 

He did not make a sound in a hurry, because the two sides were still separated by a distance of dozens 

of metres, if he made a sound at this time, in case this Scarface and the others took him for someone 

from Xu Long’s side and shot directly, it would be a problem. 

Only when the two sides were more than ten metres apart did Ji Feng speak up, “Hey, the man in front, 

where’s Su Ya Yun?!” 

Ka ka ka! 

In a flash, Scarface and the others instantly pulled their pistols, loaded their bullets and raised their guns 

to fire. 

“Fuck!” Ji Feng’s face instantly changed, cursing angrily, his body then suddenly surged, avoiding to the 

side in the blink of an eye, then closing in from the side towards Scarface and the others. 

Bang Bang Bang …… 

Just as Ji Feng had just avoided it, Scarface and the others fired directly. 

Ji Feng was so angry that he couldn’t help but grit his teeth, he forced his way to Scarface and the others 

with great speed and shouted, “Bastards! What are you shooting at! I’m Ji Feng!” 

Hoo-! 



Scarface was the first to react, instantly turning his gun around and pointing it directly at Ji Feng, about 

to shoot. 

“This bunch of bastards ……” Only then did Ji Feng react that these guys had no idea what his name was 

and he was closing in too fast, they subconsciously took him for Xu Long’s side. 

In an emergency, Ji Feng didn’t have time to explain much, he simply threw Xu Long’s three people to 

the ground, while his body leaped and two feet kicked out like lightning. 

Bang Bang! 

With the two kicks, the gun in Scarface’s hand was instantly kicked away before he could aim it at Ji 

Feng, while Ji Feng kicked him in the head, directly knocking him out. 

And at this time, several other people also reacted, and Ji Feng had no choice but to be quick and knock 

the remaining guys unconscious as well. 

Bang Bang Bang …… 

The ground fell down at once! 

“…… A bunch of idiots!” Ji Feng looked at Scarface and the others lying on the ground and couldn’t help 

but curse helplessly, he originally expected these guys to help him carry Xu Long and the three of them, 

but now he was in trouble and had to suffer himself. 

The three of them are the only ones who can carry them. 

Stomp stomp stomp …… 

The first time I heard the sound of running footsteps, I was able to get to the road. 

The three of them were running towards the road, but they could only see three blurred figures running 

towards the road. 

The distance was too far to see clearly! 

Only after Ji Feng took a few more quick steps did he see that the person running quickly was Su Yayun, 

and at her side, she was followed by two of her men. 

This time Ji Feng learned to be smart and before Su Yayun could walk in, he shouted, “Su Yayun, General 

Manager Su!” 

Swish! 

Su Yayun paused and immediately crouched down, looking over at this side warily, “Who is it!” 

“I’m Ji Feng!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but be secretly surprised when he saw Su Yayun’s alert and 

competent appearance, looking at her movements, she seemed to be in good hands, “Chief Su, there’s 

no need to worry, Xu Long and the others have all been caught by me.” 

“Ji Feng?” Su Yayun was stunned, and then reacted, asking in astonishment, “Are you …… Ji Shao?!” 

“That’s me.” Ji Feng smiled faintly and carried Xu Long and the others in stride. 



Pop! 

The front suddenly lit up, and when Ji Feng took a look, it was actually Su Yayun who had taken out her 

mobile phone and turned on the lighting function on it and was using it as a torch! 

Su Yayun’s other two men were cautiously holding their guns, muzzles pointed at the direction where Ji 

Feng was, ready to guard against accidents. 

Ji Feng did not care, since he had already reported his identity, the other party would not easily shoot. 

Besides, even if these two people opened fire, Ji Feng was confident that he could finish them off before 

they did. 

Under the light of the mobile phone held up by Su Yayun, Ji Feng walked over with big steps. 

Su Yayun and the two men were staring closely, however, when they saw the scene in front of them, 

they were suddenly shaken and an incredible look appeared in their eyes! 

What a picture this was! 

Under the not-too-strong light of the mobile phone, a stout young man with slightly dishevelled hair and 

a faint smile on his face, seemingly carrying a man on his shoulder, walked over step by step. 

In the midst of this cold wind, his every step was so steady that one could almost mistake it for a 

mountain moving. 

Steady as a mountain! 

This word surfaced in Su Yayun and the others’ minds. 

The look on Ji Feng’s face was so calm that Su Yayun and the others were somewhat shocked. Under 

such circumstances, he actually seemed to be walking casually and steadily, as if he was fearless no 

matter what was happening. 

He was too stable. 

In this instant, Su Yayun’s impression of Ji Feng was greatly changed. 

A person who was arrogant and put up a show when facing other people might be a sign of not knowing 

how high the sky is. Although Ji Feng was not putting up a show at that time, it was just a reflection of 

his usual character and habits, but in Su Yayun’s eyes, it was putting up a show. 

However, in the midst of this chaos, Ji Feng was still so calm and composed, and even had a smile on his 

face, that was not arrogance and ignorance. 

This is the kind of great temperament that has a gully in its chest! 

Su Yayun subconsciously understood that this young man was really something, and that ordinary 

people could not produce such an outstanding young man. 

Moreover, she also knew that she had really misunderstood him a bit that day. 



He was putting up a show, probably out of habit, and now it seemed that he had every right to put up a 

show! 

That fierce gunshot just now, as well as the faint roar coming from it, Su Ya Yun had also heard it, and it 

was obvious that there should have been a fierce fight at that time. 

Under such circumstances, this young man could still be so calm, and this kind of general’s demeanour 

of not changing his face but not jumping in front of him made Su Yayun feel admiration from the bottom 

of her heart. 

The young man has such a great general’s poise, moreover, he also caught Xu Long so easily …… The 

actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of these. 

And in fact, Su Yayun also realized that maybe this Ji Shao in front of him, at that time really did not put 

up a show, he was such a light and steady demeanor, would not be like those ordinary people, false and 

polite socializing, this is just a habit of his. 

Especially the faint smile on his face now, how similar it was to the one he wore at dinner that day! 

However, next, Su Yayun and the three of them were once again shocked. 

“Bang!” 

With a flick of his wrist, Ji Feng threw Xu Long’s three men to the ground and laughed, “Chief Su, just 

watching me doing the hard work alone and not letting your men come up to give a hand? It’s very tiring 

to carry three people!” 

“Three, three?!” Su Yayun couldn’t even help but lose her composure and exclaimed, looking at the 

three Xu Long on the ground in some disbelief, and then at Ji Feng, still in some disbelief. 

How could one person, with one shoulder, carry three people, and still walk with such leisurely steps? 

It couldn’t be a movie! 

“Ji Shao, this time you really impressed me, I really ……” Su Yayun couldn’t help but shake her head with 

emotion and said admiringly, “I’m really impressed to the max!” 

Ji Feng harrumphed: “Don’t be impressed first, I have something to tell you, after you finish, just don’t 

look at me angrily!” 

“What is it?” Su Yayun couldn’t help but be stunned. 

Ji Feng pointed to the back and smiled, “When I came back just now, I met that bodyguard of yours and 

a few of your men, they mistook me for one of Xu Long’s men and were about to shoot …… I couldn’t 

explain in time, so I had to knock them all out, so send someone over to wake them up!” 

“Huh?!” 

Su Yayun was stunned. 

 


